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Information

Senator IS400 Pontoon Boat: Compact Versatility for Big Adventures
Introducing the Senator IS400 Pontoon Boat, a versatile and compact vessel designed to bring big adventures to your on-water experiences. This small but mighty pontoon boat is proudly crafted with 
precision in New Zealand, where innovation meets craftsmanship.

Compact and Nimble: The IS400's compact size doesn't compromise on performance. Its nimble design allows for easy maneuvering in tight spots and exploration of shallow waters, making it an ideal 
choice for both beginners and seasoned boaters.

Adventure-Ready: Despite its small size, the IS400 is adventure-ready. Whether you're casting a line for fishing, exploring hidden coves, or simply enjoying a leisurely cruise, this pontoon boat offers a 
comfortable and stable platform for your on-water pursuits.

Smart and Efficient: The IS400 is designed with efficiency in mind. It's easy to tow, launch, and store, making it a hassle-free addition to your boating lifestyle. Its simple yet functional layout ensures a 
stress-free experience on the water.

Quality Craftsmanship: Senator Boats' commitment to craftsmanship shines through in the IS400. Quality materials and attention to detail are evident in every aspect of this small boat, ensuring it stands up 
to the test of time.

Customizable Options: Customize your IS400 to suit your preferences with the many different options avialable. Whether you prefer a basic setup for fishing or want to add amenities for family outings.

Compact, Capable, and Fun: Don't let its size fool you; the Senator IS400 is a small boat with big potential. It's perfect for solo adventures, family outings, or small groups of friends seeking memorable 
moments on the water.D iscover the versatility and fun of the Senator IS400 Pontoon Boat. Whether you're a seasoned boater or new to the water, this compact vessel promises big adventures.

Explore the IS400: Start your adventure today and explore the Senator IS400 Pontoon Boat – your ticket to unforgettable moments on the water.
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Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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